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1. Introduction

The purpose of this test was to subjectively quantify the effect of 3rd and 4th adjacent channel interference
on the audio quality of an FM broadcast signal.  The subjective measurements include the determination of
the interference levels at the threshold of audibility (TOA) of impairments caused by the interfering FM
signal as well as at the 1 JND (just-noticeable-difference) level which is defined as the interference level
where the audio quality becomes slightly annoying. A panel of two expert listeners performed the
subjective assessment. Additionally these results are compared with interference levels measured
objectively [1] with the method described in ITU-R Recommendation 641.

2. Selection of Audio Sequences

Four audio sequences were chosen for evaluating the TOA and 1 JND of the FM receivers under test. The
first two shown in Table 1 below represent critical audio sequences as determined in previous listening
tests. The next two are representative of typical audio sequences heard on Top 40 FM broadcasts.

Test Signal Source
1. Bass Clarinet EBU Sound Quality Assessment Material CD.

(Polygram #422 204-2) Track 17
2. French female speech & German male speech EBU Sound Quality Assessment Material CD.

(Polygram #422 204-2) Tracks 51 & 54
3. Shania Twain - That Don’t Impress Me Much Shania Twain - Come On Over.

(Mercury #314-536 003-2) Track 12
4. Andrea Bocelli – Time To Say Goodbye Andrea Bocelli – Romanza

(Philips #456 456-2) Track 15

Table 1. Audio test signals

For audio sequence #2 French and German speakers were used instead of English speakers to better allow
the listening-panel to concentrate on the audio quality by minimizing the distraction of the spoken words.
The French speaker was panned slightly to the left while the German speaker was panned slightly to the
right. All of the sequences were attenuated to achieve equal loudness and to keep the frequency deviation
of the modulated FM signal to below 75kHz.

3. Equipment Setup

The tests were performed in two stages. The first stage was to record the test signals at the audio output of
the FM receivers under test over a range of desired-to-undesired signal ratios. Typically this range covered
approximately 50dB from the point of failure, i.e. the point at which the receiver was no longer able to
decode a stereo FM signal. The step size was in 1dBµV increments. The setup for this data acquisition
stage is shown in Figure 1.  The recorded audio was then transferred to a digital audio workstation (DAW)
for listening.

Listening tests were conducted at the CRC Audio Perception Lab using studio-quality audio reproduction
equipment. Room acoustics and speakers placement are described in ITU-R Recommendation BS-1116 for
the evaluation of systems with small impairments. The listening setup is shown in Figure 2. All audio
sequences were played and recorded using a digital audio workstation.
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Figure 1. Equipment setup for data acquisition

Figure 2: Listening setup

4. Test Results

Three FM radio receivers were tested. The first two, a Yamaha RX-V995 and the Denon DRA-375RD are
commercial home receivers. They were chosen for their different objective degradation characteristics. The
third receiver, the Alpine CDM-7861, is a car radio. All three receivers were tested at a desired carrier
frequency of 103.7MHz. Standardized colored noise (as per ITU-R Rec. 559) was used to modulate the
interfering FM carrier in the lower 3rd and 4th adjacent channels, i.e. 103.1MHz and 102.9MHz
respectively. The Yamaha and Denon units were tested at a desired RF level of 54dBµV. Because the audio
quality of the Alpine unit was poor at 54dBµV, it was tested instead at 70dBµV.

Subjective test results for the Yamaha, Denon and Alpine units are summarized in Tables 2, 3 & 4,
respectively. The values represent the average level obtained by the two expert listeners over all four audio
sequences. These results are compared to values obtained with the objective measurement method
described in ITU-R Recommendation 641 [1]. The subjective test results are shown in more details in
Annex A.

Frequency Adjacent Channel TOA 1 JND Objective Tests
103.1MHz Lower 3rd 80.2 dBµV 90.8 dBµV 117 dBµV
102.9MHz Lower 4th 77.8 dBµV 90.0 dBµV 119 dBµV

Table 2: Undesired signal levels for the Yamaha RX-V995 receiver at a center frequency of 103.7MHz.
The desired signal strength was 54dBµV.

Desired signal path:

Rohde&Schwarz
835.8011.58

signal generator

Hewlett Packard
E4433B

Signal generator

Denon DCD815
CD player

Rohde&Schwarz
MSC-2

 Stereo Coder

Spectral Synthesis
ADDA2218

General Radio
1382

noise generator

Valley International
HH2-2B

Matching Amplifier

Panasonic
SV-3700

Digital Recorder
DUT

Undesired signal path:

Tektronix
AM700

Oscilloscope

Digital Audio
Worksation

Prism DA-1
D/A

Listening
Room
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Frequency Adjacent Channel TOA 1 JND Objective Tests
103.1MHz Lower 3rd 77.1 dBµV 89.8 dBµV 110 dBµV
102.9MHz Lower 4th 84.0 dBµV 92.2 dBµV 111 dBµV

Table 3: Undesired signal levels for the Denon DRA-375RD receiver at a center frequency of 103.7MHz.
The desired signal strength was 54dBµV.

Frequency Adjacent Channel TOA 1 JND Objective Tests
103.1MHz Lower 3rd 73.5 dBµV 89.1 dBµV 140.04 dBµV
102.9MHz Lower 4th 76.1 dBµV 92.4 dBµV 140.06 dBµV

Table 4: Undesired signal levels for the Alpine CDM-7861 receiver at a center frequency of 103.7MHz.
The desired signal strength was 70dBµV.

5. Discussion

Yamaha RX-V995P:
In general undesired channel interference manifested itself as a background noise added to the desired
signal. Occasionally small changes to the envelope of the signal could also be heard. Very low level
drifting tones were audible to below 70dBµV but it was difficult to ascertain whether this was due to
channel interference or rather to the design of the receiver.  With increasing channel interference the audio
signal became noisier until the device was no longer able to pick up a stereo signal.

Denon DRA-375RD:
For given interfering noise levels the Denon unit’s audio signal was noisier than for the Yamaha unit.  The
analog output of this device also had a large spectral component at 19kHz unrelated to the transmitted
audio signal. This spectral component was not audible to the listening panel. The POF of this device was
lower than that of the Yamaha device but the audio quality was better at POF than with the Yamaha.

Alpine CDM-7861
The Alpine unit was the only unit that did not exhibit very low level drifting tones. As with the Denon unit
though, the analog output of the device had a large spectral component at 19kHz. When tested at a desired
RF signal strength of 54dBµV the audio quality was too noisy  to accurately measure the effect of channel
interference. For this reason the device was tested at 70dBµV. Despite the higher signal levels the TOA and
1 JND are similar to those of the other devices tested. Stereo imaging was particularly sensitive to
interfering noise and the device rapidly went to mono with increasing interfering noise.  Concurrent with
the loss of stereo imaging was a gradual loss of high frequencies in the audio signal. Only the Alpine unit
exhibited a non-monotonic loss of perceived quality with increased noise interference.

Practically speaking, the objective test measurements correspond approximately to the point of failure
(POF) of the devices under test, i.e. the point at which the receiving device is no longer capable of
decoding a stereo signal. The perceived quality at the interference levels indicated by the objective
measurements were generally considered as very poor (i.e. very annoying on the ITU-R 5-grade
impairment scale).  On the other hand, the subjective tests were done to determine the interference levels at
a much higher audio quality, that is at the TOA and 1 JND quality levels. This explains why the
interference levels obtained subjectively are much lower than those measured objectively.
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Annex A.

Breakdown of test results for the Yamaha, Denon and Alpine radio receivers. These values indicate the
average level of undesired noise obtained by two expert listeners.

Sequence Adjacent Channel TOA (dBµµV) 1 JND (dBµµV)
Bass Clarinet Lower 3rd 76 91

Speech Lower 3rd 89 87.5
Shania Twain Lower 3rd 79.5 93

Andrea Bocelli Lower 3rd 76.5 91.5
Bass Clarinet Lower 4th 77.5 89

Speech Lower 4th 77 87
Shania Twain Lower 4th 80 92

Andrea Bocelli Lower 4th 76.5 92

Table 5: Undesired signal levels for the Yamaha RX-V995 receiver at a center frequency of 103.7MHz.
The desired signal strength was 54dBµV.

Sequence Adjacent Channel TOA (dBµµV) 1 JND (dBµµV)
Bass Clarinet Lower 3rd 74.5 89

Speech Lower 3rd 74 88
Shania Twain Lower 3rd 77.5 91

Andrea Bocelli Lower 3rd 82.5 91
Bass Clarinet Lower 4th 83 92.5

Speech Lower 4th 82 91.5
Shania Twain Lower 4th 86.5 93.5

Andrea Bocelli Lower 4th 84.5 91.5

Table 6: Undesired signal levels for the Denon DRA-375RD receiver at a center frequency of 103.7MHz.
The desired signal strength was 54dBµV.

Sequence Adjacent Channel TOA (dBµµV) 1 JND (dBµµV)
Bass Clarinet Lower 3rd 73.5 87

Speech Lower 3rd 74 94
Shania Twain Lower 3rd 73.5 87.5

Andrea Bocelli Lower 3rd 73 88
Bass Clarinet Lower 4th 76.5 89

Speech Lower 4th 74.5 97.5
Shania Twain Lower 4th 77 91.5

Andrea Bocelli Lower 4th 76.5 91.5

Table 7: Undesired signal levels for the Alpine CDM-7861 receiver at a center frequency of 103.7MHz.
The desired signal strength was 70dBµV.


